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INTRODUCTION
Heavy Precipitation Events (HPE) frequently occur in the western Mediterranean region, during the fall and can cause torrential rainfall and flash-flood. As the meteorological ingredients
favouring them are quite well-known, understanding how they combine and interact is still an open question. High-resolution idealized numerical simulations have been designed to investigate this
question, which results in differences in terms of location and severity of the quasi-stationary mesoscale convective systems.
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Fig.1: Initial water vapor mixing ratio (color
scale in g.kg-1; α=95%) and wind vectors
(arrows, m.s-1; U0=20m.s-1) at 500m for the
control simulation.

Representative of “Cevenol” HPE environment.

Results

Sensitivity experiments
orography

• Heavy precipitating and
stationary convective
system with a V-shape
anvil.
• Low-level cold pool (LLCP)

distribution of water vapor

3. INFLUENCE OF THE FLOW INTENSITY
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Fig.2 : Time-series of total
hydrometeor content (kg/kg) in
the box shown in the Fig.1.

• idealized convective flow from a sounding ,
• unidirectional SSE wind U,

flow intensity
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Stationary phase

• real topography,
αr0
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Fig.4: Total hydrometeor content at
3000m (color scale , kg/kg), winds at
10m(arrows, m.s-1), θv=294K at 36m
(purple line, K) after 30h and 6-h
backward trajectories for parcels at 10
km.
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Fig.3: 24-h accumulated precipitation
(color scale, mm) and winds at 10m
(arrows, m.s-1), iso-294K θv at 36m
(purple line, K) after 48h.
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• Low-level
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(with deflection in the
neighbouring mountain range)

• LLCP barrier
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Fig.5: Vertical cross section of θv
(color scale, K) after 30h and of a
backward trajectory (in red Fig.4).

4. INFLUENCE OF THE MOUNTAIN RANGES
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Fig.9: Surface of the coldpool (θv <293K) in the box
shown in the Fig.1
[experiment ALPS without
Alps,
PYREN
without
Pyrenees, ALPYR with out
Alps and Pyrenees, MC with
the Massif Central, Flat
without any relief ].

Fig.7: Time-series of total hydrometeor
content (kg/kg) in the box shown in the Fig.1.

d)

Sensitivity to wind
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Fig.6: 24-h accumulated precipitation (color scale, mm), winds
at 10m (arrows, m.s-1) and θv=294K at 36m (purple line, K)
after 48h, for : a)U0=10m.s-1; b)U0=15m.s-1; c)U0=30m.s-1;
d)U0=40m.s-1.

5. INFLUENCE OF THE
FIELD

• The more intense the flow is, the
faster the triggering is and the
more precipitating the
simulation is.
• Impact on the LLCP (location and
intensity) as for the MCS
location.

HUMIDITY

Sensitivity to orography

ALPS
Fig.8: Radar reflectivity at 2500m (color scale, dBz),
winds at 10m (arrows, m.s-1), θv=294K at 36m (black
line, K) and 6-h backward trajectories for parcels at
10 km after 30 h for the simulation without the Alps.

6. SYNTHESIS

Fig.10: Time-series of accumulated
precipitation in the box shown in the
Fig.1.

• Deflection neighbouring Alps and Pyrenees and Massif Central forcing.
• Small impact on accumulated precipitation, removing Massif Central or
Alps weakens the highest precipitation.
• Without Alps and/or Massif Central forcing : spread of the LLCP.
orography

MOUTAINS DEFLECTION

distribution of water vapor

Forcing
• low-level convergence
• low-level cold pool
• Mountain ranges

Fig.11: Time-series of the total hydrometeor
content (kg/kg) in the box shown in the Fig.1
[experiment Q85 for α=85%, Q90 for α=90%,
Q100 for α=100%].

Fig.12: Surfaces of accumulated
precipitation more than 1mm and
100mm in the box shown in the Fig.1.

flow intensity
• The slower the flow is, the southerly the LLCP is.
• If the flow is too fast (à 30m.s-1), the LLCP can
not be formed.

orography
Fig.13: Surfaces of the cold pool (θv
<293K) in the box shown in the Fig.1.

Q85
Fig.14: Radar reflectivity at 2500m (color
scale, dBz), winds at 10m (arrows, m.s-1),
θv=294K at 36m (black line, K), backward
trajectories for parcels at 10 km after 30h
for Q85 experiment.

Sensitivity to the
humidity field
• The dryer the flow is, the more
important the deflection is,
the spreader the LLCP is.
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• Alps & Massif Central = LLCP blocking.
• Without Alps or Massif Central, spreader LLCP.
• Without Massif Central, less intense LLCP.

distribution of water vapor

• Even if the total θv surface does not vary with α,
the intensity is fonction of it : the dryer the
environment is, the more intense the LLCP is.
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Fig.15: Plumes of Lagrangian parcels between 18h to 27h, contained in four 0-500m depth boxes (blue rectangle) for the
α=85% simulation (Q85), the control simulation (CTRL) and the simulation without Alps (ALPS).

Conclusions on the idealized MCS characteristics
Same location of the MCS can be obtained by
varying either the flow speed or the humidity
of the environment.
Heaviest precipitation systems are found for the
most intense flow or the driest environment.
They are not systematically located over the
Massif Central foothills !

Fig.16:
Volume
of
accumulated
precipitation (>1mm, >100mm) for all
the experiments in the box shown in the
Fig.1.
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